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IMPROVER: Industrial Methodology for Process Verification in 
Research

Verifies individual methods using double blind performance assessment 

Collaboration of IBM and Philip Morris International on a 
project funded by Philip Morris International

Aims to provide a measure of quality control in R&D by identifying the building 
blocks that need verification in a complex industrial research pipeline

Nature Biotechnology 2011 Sep 8;29(9):811-5
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What do we mean by Verification?

�Verification is the process of determining if the theory, experiments 
and their associated data accurately represent the hypotheses underlying a 
scientific research undertaking and the correctness of the scientific results and 
interpretations.

�Validation is to confirm that the processes, methods or components 
meet documented requirements and specifications levied on the design. It 
is about “Doing the science right”.
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Why do we need verification in Systems Biology?

IMPROVER aims to develop a robust methodology that verifies 
systems biology-based approaches in an industrial context

Explosion of data

Explosion of algorithms for 
Reverse Engineering

Lack of methods
for high throughput 

verification

Genomic Literature Molecular
Profiles

Structures

Lack of
independent assessment
of computational methods

But we lack the corresponding verification tools to know that we are doing the right science…

We are experiencing a data deluge…
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IMPROVER starts by identifying a research pipeline and dividing it 
into Verifiable Building Blocks

Samples Profiling
Pattern

Discovery
Insight

RNA
Levels

Identify
Biomarkers

Internal Challenge
Noise Level Reduction

External Challenge
Disease Signature

Module 1

Research 
Building Blocks

Challenge-based 
verification

Research 
Pipeline

Building blocks support each other towards a final goal

Each building block is verifiable by a challenge

Module 2 Module N
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IMPROVER employs internal challenges and external challenges

� Verification by Internal (to an industry) Challenges
– Not crowd-sourced because of proprietary concerns
– Scope does not require and external community

– Lack of sufficient interest to entice the research community at large

� Verification by External (to an industry) Challenges
– It invites new approaches to a problem not considered by internal researchers

– Can leverage the wisdom of crowds

– Elicits public discussion, building consensus on best approaches
– Can flag a building block as “unsolvable” (at least at a given moment in time)
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The PMI Systems Biology pipeline
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The PMI Systems Biology pipeline: 
Preview of an upcoming challenge

Needs Verification!

The basic question is 
amenable to an external 
IMPROVER challenge

The Species Translation ChallengeThe Species Translation Challenge

Experiments to be 
done in rodents

Experiments to be 
done in rodents

Basic assumptions:
Perturbed networks 

discovered in 
animal models will 

also be perturbed in 
humans.

Basic assumptions:
Perturbed networks 

discovered in 
animal models will 

also be perturbed in 
humans.
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Rat Human Predict human impact and 
then validates with human data

Predict human impact and 
then validates with human data

Rat cellular 
model

Rat cellular 
model

Human cellular 
model

Human cellular 
model

What is the IMPROVER Species Translation Challenge?

� Goal: Verify that a mapping exists and allows the translation of biological effects of stimulus-

induced perturbations in one species given information of the same perturbations in another 

species.

� Scientific Question:

How accurately can the observations from an in Vivo, in Vitro rodent models be translated to 
the human situation?

1. Is it possible to predict the amplitude of perturbation (e.g. expression levels) in one 

species given the perturbation amplitude measured in another species ?

� Methodology development of a translation 

function

Concept of 
« Translatability »

2. Which area of the biological system is 

translatable/predictable and which is not?

� Range of applicability of the translatability 

concept
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Provisional Species Translation Timeline

Submission Deadline 
for Predictions and Write-ups

Challenge Closed

Q4, 2013

SBV Symposium
Award Best Performing Teams
Share Results & Experiences

Q2, 2013

Website Launch
Challenge Open

Registration Open

Q3, 2013

Scoring Complete
Ranking Available

Announce Winners

Q3, 2013
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The PMI Systems Biology pipeline: Rationale of the IMPROVER DSC

Compute  
Systems Response

Profiles

Compute  
Systems Response

Profiles

Identify Perturbed
Biological
Networks

Identify Perturbed
Biological
Networks

Compute
Network

Perturbation
Amplitudes

Compute
Network

Perturbation
Amplitudes

Compute
Product 

Biological
Impact Factor

Compute
Product 

Biological
Impact Factor

Derive
Disease 

Risk Index

Derive
Disease 

Risk Index

Needs Verification!
Overall pipeline can be 
verified with an External 

Challenge: The Diagnostics 
Signature Challenge

3.1 Perform QC  (affyQCReport & 
affyPLM code); Perform BG 
correction, normalization, and 
summarization (GCRMA)

Perform Microarray

Experiment for Molecular 

Profiling

Perform Microarray

Experiment for Molecular 

Profiling

3.3 Apply multivariate linear 
regression model (R/limma),  
and pairwise comparisons 
(SAMr)

2.1 Obtain samples

2.2 Extract mRNA and QC 
mRNA quality

2.3 Follow standard 
Affymetrix protocol for chip 
hybridization 

2.4 Quality Control

2.5 Complete and approve 
Metadata (MIAME)

2.6 Convert Metadata into 
MAGE-TAB and submit 
to caArray including raw 
data

3.2 Batch effect correction

*

*

*

*
*

Associate molecular 
profiles with phenotypes

Associate molecular 
profiles with phenotypes

3.3 Identify differentially expressed 
genes genes to be used as 
biomarkers to classify 
phenotypes

Direct verification of 
building blocks  *

are appropriate for 
Internal Challenges

Building blocks *
will be indirectly 
verified through 

verification of the 
overall pipeline 

*
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Why do we need to verify that it is possible to infer clinical 
phenotype from genomics data?

A few success stories of gene expression based biomarkers in clinical use

�MammaPrint (breast cancer recurrence assay)
70-gene profile; requires fresh tissue

�Oncotype Dx (breast cancer recurrence assay)
21-gene profile; works on both fresh and fixed tissue

Counter-balanced by a few failure stories of gene expression based biomarkers in 
clinical use

�Potti et al, Nat Med (2006) claimed to identify genomic signatures for drug response.
Three clinical trials begun in 2007, 2008 for lung and breast cancer. The research 
was later deemed statistically flawed and at least 10 high profiled publications 
were retracted and the clinical trials stopped.

�Amgen scientists tried to confirm 53 landmark papers in pre-clinical oncology 
research: Only 6 (11%) were confirmed.
�Bayer HealthCare reported that only about 25% of published preclinical studies could 
be validated.
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� Researchers wishing to publish their methods are usually required to compare 
their methods against others

� Authors’ method tends to be the best in an unreasonable majority of cases
� Selective reporting of performance: inadvertent or disingenuous
� Choice of only one, best metric 

# of 
metrics

Total # of 
papers 

surveyed

Method 
best in all 

metrics & most 
datasets

Method best in 
most metrics & 
most datasets

1 25 19 6
2 15 13 2
3 7 4 3
4 4 1 3
5 4 1 3
6 2 1 1

57 Self assessed papers

Why do we need to perform verification in a double blind way: the 
“self assessment” trap
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The DSC is a timely external IMPROVER challenge to lend 
credibility to the field of genomic profiling of disease

Ultimate goal
•Verify if transcriptomics data contains enough information for the diagnosis and/or 
prognosis of 5 human diseases

Useful by-products
•Identify best methods for particular data types
•Determine the dependence of performance on the methods of choice
•Study if the wisdom of crowds applies to diagnostics signatures
•Study the overlap of genes in the signatures (when applicable)
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Training 
datasets

Test 
datasets

Symposium

Crowd sourcing brings new ideas 
and leverages the wisdom of crowds

Clear challenge description and forum 
discussion in a user friendly website

The Elements of a Challenge

Challenge

Define the
Question 

Score 
Challenge 
and 
Present 
Results 

Engage Crowds to 
Solve Challenge

Collect 
Data and 

‘Gold 
Standard’

Narrow the 
Scope
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Four Diseases – Five Sub-challenges

� Four disease areas were selected:

– Psoriasis (Diagnosis)

– Multiple Sclerosis (Diagnosis or Stage)

– Lung Cancer (Diagnosis and Stage)

– Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (Diagnosis)

� Scoring was made against unpublished Gold Standards.
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Psoriasis Challenge: Identify normal vs psoriatic skin based only on the 
transcriptome of a skin biopsy

dermis

epidermis

keratin

subcutaneous tissue

Normal skin Psoriatic lesion

trachea

bronchi
AC 

SCC

Stage I

Stage I

Stage II

Stage II

Lung Cancer Challenge: Identify SQCC and AdenoCarcinoma stages based 
the tumor transcriptome
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ControlRRMS

relapse remission

In
cr

ea
si

ng
 d

is
ab

ili
ty

MS Challenge: Identify control vs. affected or remitting vs. relapsing patients, 
using Peripheral Blood Mononuclear cells.

Control COPD

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) Challenge: Identify affected 
vs non-affected subjects based the tumor large airways transcriptome
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Diagnostic Signature Challenge: overall participation

54 Teams from around the world participated in the Diagnostics Signature Challenge.

Asia 
12: 22%

Western Europe
15: 30%

North America
22: 41%

Other / Undefined
2: 4%

South America
1: 2%

Eastern Europe 
1: 2%
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Diagnostic Signature Challenge participation

Submissions are spread evenly across all 
five sub-challenges:

Psoriasis: 49 participants

COPD: 40 participants

Lung Cancer: 46 participants

MS Diagnosis: 40 participants

MSS Staging: 39 participants

Most teams submitted predictions to 
all challenges
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Overview of the Lessons from the Diagnostics Signature Challenge
• There is no one-size-fits-all method for classifying disease:

• No single normalization method conferred a performance advantage
• No single classification method conferred a performance advantage
• The specifics of the methodology used to classify disease seems to be decisive in extracting 

signal from the data

• If the signal is strong, most methods will get the classification right, as was the case with Psoriasis.

• We can determine that the signal is too weak or inexistent, by finding that statistical significance was 
not attained by any prediction, as was the case with MS Stages.

• When the signal is faint, the method used can be decisive. Crowd-sourcing is particularly relevant in 
these cases (COPD).

• The advantage of having many participants can be offset by the multiple testing problem that ensues

• The wisdom of crowds enhances the performance at least from the perspective of one of the 
performance metrics 

• It is important to keep the test set data from the participants to better represent the situation at the 
clinic

• Many of these lessons learned are consistent with the conclusions reached in the MACQ-II study 
(2010) to be discussed in a forthcoming session
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3.1 Perform QC  
(affyQCReport & affyPLM
code); Perform BG 
correction, normalization, 
and summarization 
(GCRMA)

1. Design of

Microarray

Experiment

1. Design of

Microarray

Experiment

2.Perform 

Microarray

Experiment

2.Perform 

Microarray

Experiment

3 . Perform Primary 

Microarray

Bioinformatics

Analysis

3 . Perform Primary 

Microarray

Bioinformatics

Analysis

3.3 Apply multivariate linear 
regression model 
(R/limma),  and pairwise
comparisons (SAMr)

2.1 Obtain samples
2.2 Extract mRNA and 

QC mRNA quality

2.3 Follow standard 
Affymetrix protocol for 
chip hybridization 

2.4 Quality Control

2.5 Complete and 
approve Metadata 
(MIAME)

2.6 Convert Metadata 
into MAGE-TAB and 
submit to caArray
including raw data

1.1 Understand the 
biological question

1.2 Specify the 
objective

1.3 Agree on the 
parameters of DoE

and experimental 
setting

1.4 Approve the 
study concept

3.2 Batch effect correction

Diagnostic Signature ChallengesDiagnostic Signature Challenges

* *
*

*
*

Can we define the optimal method on after this challenge?

3.4 Identify differentially 
expressed genes*

No clear
effect

May influence

Verified for 
some of the 
challenges

*

No clear
effect

Devil in the details


